
FUNCTIONALISM (CONSENSUS theory): 
 

CULTURE   
According to functionalists, society is held together by a 
shared culture into which all its members are 
socialised. Sharing the same culture integrates 
individuals into society by giving them a sense of 
“solidarity” or “fellow feeling” with others. It gives 
people a sense of shared goals and allows people to 
cooperate harmoniously. 
 

 
(For functionalists people are basically quite selfish and we need this shared 
culture so that we don’t just look out for number 1!, as long as we feel a sense of 
belonging it will stop us acting in our own interests and make us feel a sense of 
loyalty to the group) 

 

 

Durkheim (founder of sociology and a functionalist 1858-1917) 

He argued that culture is basically a shared belief system and which is  

needed in order for our society to function smoothly. He believed that 

culture and society was more important than the individual.  

 

KEY TERM: 

Value Consensus this means agreement on shared values within society.  

(The word consensus means agreement) 

Durkheim believed that people are united by a value consensus: meaning that they share the 

same values, goals and norms. 

 

Culture is the cement that bonds individuals together. Without a shared value system and 

culture, society could not work, it would be chaos.  Members of society generally share the same 

beliefs about what is right and wrong, how to act in certain situations and what are main goals 

are to strive for. This shared cultural understanding ensures all members of society feel part of 

the whole. Culture is the glue that sticks people together and helps maintain social order       

(a sense of organised society – everyone knows what is expected of them and what to expect of 

others)  

  

 

 

 

 



Durkheim - Culture in Pre- Industrial Societies:  

 

Durkheim believed that in simple societies (like pre-industrial rural 

communities) there was a mechanical solidarity. Basically this 

means that most people share similar tasks and people are all 

pretty much the same, there is little individuality. Often in 

these societies religion is a strong and binding force, it was an 

extremely powerful cultural influence creating conformity. Everyone 

followed religious guidance, otherwise they would face shame and 

punishment.  

 

 

 

Durkheim- Culture in Modern Industrial society: 

Durkheim believed that in Industrial societies (modern societies 

like ours) there is organic solidarity. In industrial societies 

people do many different types of work and therefore it is more 

difficult to feel a connection to others. As religious belief has 

declined there is more individuality and therefore it is difficult to 

maintain a shared culture. 

 

Because today we have more choice and the opportunities to be ‘individual’ – as a society we 

become less and less like each other. This can be disruptive as people become confused about 

what values, beliefs rules etc. they should adhere to. There is a potential for chaos! 

 

 

 

However, rather than chaos, society is still fairly stable and 

ordered.  Institutions such as the education system and 

media have developed as religious belief has declined. 

Education and media work to transmit shared values and 

a collective conscience.  

 

 

 

Collective Conscience = Collective means everyone together, conscience means sharing 

values and beliefs on right and wrong.  

 

 



 

Talcott Parsons: another key functionalist sociologist. 

Parsons (1950/60s) saw socialisation as VITAL to the value 

consensus of a society. He believed that through socialisation the 

individual internalises society’s values.  

 

A Functional pre-requisite (meaning: basic need of society) is the need of humans to 

be a part of a ‘common culture’. Socialisation gives people common goals; teaches them 

appropriate behaviour (think about school) and what your various roles are and how to fulfil 

them – e.g as a mother, teacher, son etc. 

 

Parson's argued the FAMILY is the most important socialising agency. Children learn through 

identification with adults. Kids imitate whatever adults do. 

  

According to Parsons socialisation in the family also means learning 

gender roles – the mother teaches expressive roles (emotions, 

feelings, empathy, caring) i.e. women are naturally suited to 

domestic and caring roles. The father teaches instrumental roles 

(authority, decision making and provider)  i.e. men are supposed 

to be more rational and goal oriented. According to Parsons these gender roles are best suited to 

modern society and to some degree are natural.  

 

Hopefully can you see some functionalist views are dated! Parsons was 

writing in the 1950s and 1960s in the USA when women and men 

occupied very separate spaces and family life was gendered.  

 

We can EVALUATE sociological ideas and be critical, there are 

competing theoretical perspectives.  

For example feminists would argue that Parsons is guilty of creating 

a view that women should be primarily domestic and men should be the 

main earners.  

In contemporary society (meaning NOW!) women can be the main earner and men do 

housework. 

  

 

 

 

 
 


